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1.1

Introduction

In common with metal complexes and enzymes, small organic molecules may

promote chemical transformations. Organocatalysis provides a means of acceler-

ating chemical reactions with a substoichiometric amount of organic molecules,

which do not contain a metal element [1, 2].

Despite this rich historical past, the use of small organic molecules as chiral

catalysts has only recently been recognized as a valuable addition and/or alterna-

tive to existing, well-established, often metal-based methodologies in asymmetric

synthesis. Driven both by distinguished scientific interest, which usually accom-

panies emerging fields, and the recognition of the huge potential of this new area,

organocatalysis has finally developed into a practical synthetic paradigm [3–15].

The question must be asked, however, as to why it has taken so long for chemists

to appreciate and exploit the potential of small organic molecules as chiral cata-

lysts. Why was not the imagination of the vast majority of the chemical commu-

nity captured by the perspectives of asymmetric organocatalysis, when metal

complex-derived catalysis underwent steady development for enantioselective re-

actions?

Principally, asymmetric organocatalytic reactions were, for a long time, consid-

ered to be inefficient and limited in scope. In parallel, organometallic catalysts

provided a flexible ground for all types of reaction, and thus received dispropor-

tionate emphasis. Although today the vast majority of reactions in asymmetric ca-

talysis continue to rely on organometallic complexes, this picture is changing,

and organic catalysis is becoming an increasingly important segment of organic

chemistry, offering a number of advantages over metal-based and bioorganic

methods.

Today, reactions can be performed under an aerobic atmosphere, with wet sol-

vents; indeed, the presence of water is often beneficial to the rate and selectivity

of the reaction. The operational simplicity and ready availability of these mostly

inexpensive bench-stable catalysts – which are incomparably more robust than
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enzymes or other bioorganic catalysts – makes organocatalysis an attractive

method for the synthesis of complex structures. Unlike any earlier developed sys-

tem, organocatalytic reactions provide a rich platform for multicomponent, tan-

dem, or domino-type multistep reactions [16], allowing increases in the structural

complexity of products in a highly stereocontrolled manner. In addition, fewer

toxicity issues are often associated with organocatalysis, although this applies

only when utilizing the more notorious metals. It should also be pointed out

that little is currently known regarding the toxicity of many organic catalysts;

moreover, there is no risk of metal leakage, and no expensive recovery process is

required for waste treatment. Nowadays, increasing numbers of industrial appli-

cations are based on asymmetric organocatalytic reactions, and the environmen-

tally friendly, ‘‘green’’ aspect of this chemistry – coupled with the sustainability of

the catalysts – is considered widely for replacing standard, metal-based reactions

[17, 18].

1.2

Historical Background

The history of organocatalytic reactions has a rich past, there being evidence that

such catalysis has in the past played a determinant role in the formation of pre-

biotic key building blocks such as sugars. In this way, the reactions have led to

the introduction and widespread use of homochirality in the living word [19].

Enantiomerically enriched amino acids such as l-alanine and l-isovaline, which

may be present in up to 15% enantiomeric excess (ee) in carbonaceous meteor-

ites, were able to catalyze the aldol-type dimerization of glycolaldehyde, as

well as the reaction between glycolaldehyde and formaldehyde producing sugar

derivatives. For example, Pizzarello and Weber were able to demonstrate that

l-isovaline, which was found in the Murchison meteorite, promotes the self-aldol

reaction of glycolaldehyde in water, generating aldol products such as l-threose

and d-erythrose with up to 10.7G 1.2% and 4.8G 0.9 ee, respectively [19]. Pro-

line, the most efficient natural amino acid catalyst in aldol-type condensations

is scarcely present in meteorites. Asymmetric photolysis in interstellar clouds

may produce optically active proline, however, indicating that proline may also

have been transported to Earth [20]. The formation of sugars under prebiotic con-

ditions was amplified in a number of elegant de-novo constructions of complex,

differentiated carbohydrates by chemical synthesis [21]. It is likely, therefore,

that these aldol products were the precursor of complex molecules such as RNA

and DNA. Prebiotic RNA most likely played a central role in orchestrating a num-

ber of key biochemical transformations necessary for life, in which sugars served

as chiral templates [22]. For example, it is considered, that amino acid homochir-

ality in proteins was determined during asymmetric aminoacylation, which is the

first step in protein synthesis and thus was critical for the transition from the pu-

tative RNA world to the theater of proteins [23]. According to this concept, the se-
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lectivity (l or d) of amino acids was determined in large part by the preestablished

homochirality of RNA.

Organic molecules have been used as catalysts from the early age of synthetic

chemistry. Indeed, the discovery of the first organocatalytic reaction is attributed

to J. von Liebig, who found – accidentally – that dicyan is transformed into oxa-

mide in the presence of an aqueous solution of acetaldehyde (Scheme 1.1). Sub-

sequently, this efficient reaction found industrial application by forming the basis

of the Degussa oxamide synthesis.

Undoubtedly, the discovery of enzymes and enzyme functions had an impor-

tant impact on the development of asymmetric catalytic reactions. The first asym-

metric reaction – a decarboxylative kinetic resolution – was discovered by Pasteur

[24], who observed that the organism Penicillium glauca destroyed more rapidly

one of the enantiomers (d) from a racemic solution of ammonium tartrate. Asym-

metric decarboxylation reactions were re-examined under non-enzymatic condi-

tions by Georg Breding during the early 1900s. Breding, who had a remarkably

wide interdisciplinary interest, was motivated to find the chemical origin of en-

zyme activity observed in living organisms. In his early experiments he showed

enantiomerical enrichment in the thermal decarboxylation of optically active cam-

phorcarboxylic acid in d and l limonenes, respectively [25]. As an extension of this

work he studied this decarboxylation reaction in the presence of chiral alkaloids,

such as nicotine or quinidine, and established the basic kinetic equations of this

kinetic resolution [26]. The first asymmetric CaC bond forming reaction is attrib-

uted also to his name. This milestone achievement is related to Rosenthaler’s

work, who was able to prepare mandelonitrile by the addition of HCN to benzal-

dehyde in the presence of an isolated enzyme, emulsin [27]. Breding was also

able to perform this reaction in the presence of alkaloids as catalysts, such as the

pseudoenantiomeric quinine and quinidine (Scheme 1.2) [28]. It should be noted

Scheme 1.1 von Liebig’s oxamide synthesis.

Scheme 1.2
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that, although these studies were considered as conceptually groundbreaking, the

enantioselectivity of the reaction was less than 10%.

Although catalytic transformations gained increasing importance after the First

World War, asymmetric reactions were considered at the time to be an academic

curiosity. Of note, the determination of enantioselectivity was hampered by a lack

of methods to achieve not only efficient purification but also reliable analyses.

Hence, the presence of a chiral impurity – which often arose from the catalyst –

spoiled the determination of the correct, optical rotation-based ee-values.
Nitrogen-containing natural products such as alkaloids (in particular strych-

nine, brucine and cinchona alkaloids) and amino acids (including short oligopep-

tides) were among the first organic catalysts to be tested. The acylative kinetic

resolution of racemic secondary alcohols was initiated during the late 1920s

by Vavon and Peignier in France [29], and, independently, also by Wegler in

Germany [30]. These authors showed that brucine and strychnine were able to in-

duce enantiomeric enrichment either in the esterification of meso dicarboxylic

acids or in the kinetic resolution of secondary alcohols, albeit with low ee-values.
Also, Wolfgang Langenbeck’s contribution should be remembered, who devel-

oped reactions, which were promoted by simple amino acids, or, by small oligo-

peptides [31]. A major part of these studies were dedicated to reactions which

emulated enzyme functions by using simple amino acids or small peptides.

Not surprisingly, enamine-type reactions were among the first to be discovered.

This finding was initiated by the studies of Dakin who, in 1909, noted that in a

Knoevenagel-type condensation between aldehydes and carboxylic acids or esters

with active methylene groups, the amine catalysts could be mediated by amino

acids [32]. The reaction was extended to aldol and related transformations, and

studied systematically from the early 1930s onwards with notable success, essen-

tially with non-asymmetric systems.

The reinvestigation of Breding’s asymmetric cyanohydrin synthesis by Prelog

during the mid-1950s [33] undoubtedly promoted the concept of asymmetric syn-

thesis, and led the way to more efficient reactions. The advent of synthetically

useful levels of enantioselectivity can be dated to the late 1950s, when Pracejus

reported that methyl phenyl ketene could be converted to (�)-a-phenyl methylpro-

pionate in 74% ee by using O-acetylquinine as catalyst [34].

Scheme 1.3 Pracejus’ enantioselective ester synthesis from phenyl methyl ketene.
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This quite impressive result inspired the reinvestigation of other possible reac-

tion manifolds for the cinchona catalyst system. Bergson and Långström reported

the first Michael addition of b-keto esters to acrolein using 2-(hydroxymethyl)-

quinuclidine as catalyst [35]. Although they never determined the enantiomeric

excess, these authors noted the optical activity of their products. Wynberg and

co-workers carried out extensive studies of the use of cinchona alkaloids as chiral

Lewis-base/nucleophilic catalysts [36], and showed this class of alkaloid to be a

versatile catalyst, promoting a variety of 1,2- and 1,4-additions of a wide range of

nucleophiles to carbonyl compounds. Noteworthy, in these early studies it was

often observed that natural cinchona alkaloids were superior, in terms of both

catalytic activity and selectivity, to modified cinchona alkaloids derived from mod-

ification of the C-9 hydroxyl group. In order to rationalize this phenomenon,

Wynberg proposed that the natural cinchona alkaloids were bifunctional catalysts

utilizing both the tertiary amine and hydroxyl group to activate and orient the nu-

cleophile and electrophile, respectively, thus achieving optimum asymmetric ca-

talysis [36].

Another key event in the history of organocatalytic reaction was the discovery of

efficient l-proline-mediated asymmetric Robinson annulation reported during the

early 1970s. The so-called Hajos–Parrish–Eder–Sauer–Wiechert reaction (an in-

tramolecular aldol reaction) allowed access to some of the key intermediates for

the synthesis of natural products (Scheme 1.4) [37, 38], and offered a practical

and enantioselective route to the Wieland–Miescher ketone [39]. It is pertinent

to note, that this chemistry is rooted in the early studies of Langenbeck and in

the extensive investigations work of Stork and co-workers on enamine chemistry

[40].

This l-proline-mediated annulation received a considerable synthetic and

mechanistic interest [41]. It was demonstrated that other amino acids, such as

(R)-phenylalanine, could replace in some cases advantageously the l-proline [42].

Earlier applications in total syntheses appeared, however, as singular events, as in

Woodward’s synthesis of erythromycin (Scheme 1.5) [27]. Remarkably, in this

synthesis a racemic keto aldehyde 5 could be used for aldolization with d-proline

Scheme 1.4 The l-proline-mediated Robinson annulation.
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(6) as catalyst. All of the chiral centers of the erythronolide backbone are derived

either directly or indirectly from this rather poor reaction, which was only of 36%

ee. However, an optically pure downstream product of 7 was separated by simple

recrystallization, which made the process eminently practical (Scheme 1.5).

The late 1970s and early 1980s marked a clear turning point, with the advent

not only of more general efficient asymmetric organocatalysts but also of organo-

catalytic reactions. During this period a number of reactions which proceeded via

ion-pairing mechanisms (i.e., similar of that noted with the propos of cinchona

alkaloids) were uncovered. In addition, chiral diketopiperazines were developed

by Inoue as chiral Brønsted acids for the asymmetric hydrocyanation reactions

[43], this reaction paving the way for the efficient hydrocyanation reactions of al-

dimines developed some years later by the groups of Lipton and Jacobsen [44,

45]. The advent of efficient phase-transfer reactions dates back to the mid-1980s,

when researchers at Merck reported that substituted 2-phenyl-1-indanone sys-

tems could be alkylated with remarkably high enantioselectivity (up to 94%) in

the presence of catalytic amounts of substituted N-benzylcinchoninium halides

(50% NaOH/toluene) [46]. Mention should be made here of the chiral amine-

mediated cycloaddition reactions, which were pioneered by Kagan [47], as well

as the earliest examples of the enantioselective oxidation of chalcones using

polyamino- or resin-bonded polyamino acid under tri- and biphasic conditions,

the so-called Julià reaction [48]. Reinvestigation of the Hajos–Parrish–Eder–

Sauer–Wiechert reaction by List and Barbas during the late 1990s also opened

an avenue for a number of related transformations such as the enantioselective

intermolecular cross-aldol reactions, as well as Mannich, Michael and Diels–

Alder-type transformations, and the application of these transformations in multi-

step (domino) reactions [3, 16].

1.3

Catalysts

As metals easily form Lewis acids, organic catalysts are more prone to form

heteroatom-centered Lewis bases. Among these catalysts, the N- and P-based

Scheme 1.5 The d-proline-mediated intramolecular aldol reaction in

Woodward’s erythromycin synthesis.
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forms are the most studied, with amine catalysts being more easily available than

their phosphorus-containing counterparts, due mainly to the natural abundance.

There is no natural P-containing chiral substrate for catalytic use, and conse-

quently all of these catalysts are man-made [49]. One particular advantage of

phosphorus-based catalysts is their ability to act as both a nucleophilic and stereo-

genic reaction center. The difference in Brønsted basicity of the phosphorus atom

compared to the amine function may also be advantageous in avoiding base-

mediated secondary reactions.

It should be noted that not only the Lewis base but also typical Lewis acid roles

can be emulated by organocatalytic systems. The proton is arguably the most

common Lewis acid found in Nature, and these exist in two forms classified

by the nature of the hydrogen bond: polar covalent (RX–H) and polar ionic

(RXþH���Y�). In the former case, in asymmetric transformations the chiral infor-

mation is dictated by the chiral anion, whilst in the latter case the anion is non-

chiral and the enantioselectivity is introduced by a chiral ligand (usually an amine

base), which complexates the proton. This activation is discussed more exten-

sively in Chapter 7.

Another class of activation is related to the particular reactivity of the nitrogen,

and is referred to as aminocatalysis. Amine catalysts may give rise either to enam-

ine or iminium intermediates [50]; the former activation results in an increased

electron density at the reaction center(s), while the latter activation corresponds to

a decrease in electron density at the reaction center(s). One peculiarity of this type

of chemistry is the facile equilibrium between these two electron-rich and

electron-deficient states (i.e., the acid–base form) of the same center. It is easy to

conceive this equilibrium simply by considering protonation-deprotonation, which

on the one hand may activate the reagent and, on the other hand may contribute

to the kinetic lability of the ligand. The peculiarity of this activation is the fact

that, due to this equilibrium process, the same center may act as either a Lewis

acid or Lewis base, depending on the reaction conditions (Scheme 1.6). While

both intermediates are formed in the same mixture, the relative concentrations

of these structures is determined by the reaction conditions, leading to chemical

transformations which follow entirely different mechanistic pathways and usually

result in different products. More importantly, the same catalyst may promote

complementary nucleophile/electrophile activation (i.e., promoting reactions via

Scheme 1.6
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enamine and iminium intermediates, respectively) in the same reaction pot, in a

domino sequence [51].

Another particular area of organic catalysis is that of Lewis acid activation by a

Lewis base. This catalysis represents a powerful means of modulating the elec-

tron density of weakly electron-withdrawing centers. Such an interaction operates

under well-defined circumstances between donor and acceptor entity, and results

in a decreased electron density on the central atom in question. This chemistry is

described in greater detail in Chapter 10.

In contrast to most organometallic catalysts – which achieve catalytic activity via

a single (usually Lewis acid) function [52] – most of the currently used efficient

organocatalysts have more than one active center. The vast majority of these cata-

lysts are bifunctional catalysts, having commonly a Brønsted acid and Lewis base

center [17]. Such catalysts are able to activate both the donor and acceptor, respec-

tively, and this results not only in a considerable acceleration in reaction rate but

also in increased selectivity due to the highly organized transition state (TS).

Moreover, the fact that the reaction occurs in a confined reaction space means

that the catalyst functions as an ‘‘entropy trap’’, in the sense originally proposed

by Westheimer (‘‘. . . by overcoming the unfavorable entropy of activation usually

inherent in a chemical reaction.’’) [53]. In the transition states, hydrogen bond

interactions constitute a major driving force in the formation of specific molec-

ular and complex geometries. Thus, protein and nucleic acid secondary and

tertiary structural elements – as well as many natural and artificial host–guest

complexes – are partly based on the directive power of intra- and intermolecular

hydrogen bond formation [54]. It should be noted that Brønsted acids may also

participate actively in the chemical transformation; indeed, in many cases the

chiral proton transfer determines both the rate and selectivity of the global

process.

Although the first catalysts to be identified were naturally occurring molecules

having a rigid backbone, organocatalytic reactions have essentially evolved from

the ligand chemistry of organometallic reactions. Today, the large array of ligands

developed for metal-mediated reactions are still among the best-performing orga-

nocatalysts. Paradoxically, these ligands were considered originally exclusively to

be chiral manifolds, without realizing the benefits of the presence of the catalyti-

cally active functionalities. The main advantages of synthetic molecules over their

natural counterparts are their readily available enantiomers and easily tunable

structures. Moreover, compound classes having no naturally occurring analogues

can also be obtained. While there is no naturally occurring source of phosphorus-

containing chiral compounds for catalytic use, there is understandably an intense

synthetic activity to close the gap, and in this respect there are two complemen-

tary strategies for catalyst development:

� variation of the structure of an efficient catalyst family, usually that of a privi-

leged class [55]; and
� the generation and testing of a large number of catalysts (library), and selection

of the one(s) having the best kinetic/selectivity profile.
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The massive involvement of automatization and computation, both in the gener-

ation of novel catalyst structures and in the evaluation of the reactions, facilitates

the emergence of new catalyst structures. This approach is particularly useful

when preparing peptide-based catalysts, which fold into defined secondary struc-

tures in either organic or aqueous solution. The ‘‘oligopeptide approach’’ has

some advantages. First, the efficiency of the catalyst can be improved by varying

the nature of the amino acids using combinatorial synthetic methods. Second,

the structural simplicity of the oligopeptides contrasts with the complexity of the

enzymes and thus renders easier the mechanistic investigations. Third, the flexi-

bility of the method is of great use. It is possible to prepare a peptide sequence

that can produce, eventually, the opposite enantiomer or its diastereoisomer, a

process barely amenable with enzymes. Moreover, this oligopeptide approach

may provide the solution for the reactivity versus selectivity problem, notably

when the steric hindrance of the chiral appendage compromises the reactivity of

the catalyst. Here, the strategy consists of building a simplified version of a com-

plex chiral environment around the catalytic site, very much like that found in

enzymes, where the chiral handle is thus distant from the active site. Such artifi-

cial enzymes may comprise a short oligopeptide sequence that includes an active

site (e.g., imidazole), and a basic secondary structure, for example an a=b-turn or

a=b-hairpin. It is interesting to contemplate, that with the spectacular increase in

molecular weight and complexity of many catalyst structures, it is not only the se-

lectivity but also the kinetic profile of the catalyst that is sharply ameliorated.

1.3.1

Privileged Catalysts

Some catalysts may have the extraordinary capacity to mediate efficiently not only

one but rather a variety of seemingly unrelated chemical transformations. The term

‘‘privileged’’ chiral catalysts was coined in analogy to pharmaceutical compound

classes that are active against a number of different biological targets [55]. In-

deed, there is a steadily growing number of such organic compounds included

in this list, the details for some of which are outlined in the following sections.

1.3.1.1 Proline [7k, 56]

l-Proline is perhaps the most well-known organocatalyst. Although the natural

l-form is normally used, proline is available in both enantiomeric forms [57],

this being somewhat of an asset when compared to enzymatic catalysis [58].

Proline is the only natural amino acid to exhibit genuine secondary amine

functionality; thus, the nitrogen atom has a higher pKa than other amino acids

and so features an enhanced nucleophilicity compared to the other amino acids.

Hence, proline is able to act as a nucleophile, in particular with carbonyl com-

pounds or Michael acceptors, to form either an iminium ion or enamine. In these

reactions, the carboxylic function of the amino acid acts as a Brønsted acid, ren-

dering the proline a bifunctional catalyst.

1.3 Catalysts 9



The high, and often exceptional, enantioselectivity of proline-mediated reac-

tions can be rationalized by the capacity of the molecule to orchestrate highly

organized transition states by an extensive hydrogen-bonding network. In all

proline-mediated reactions, proton-transfer from the amine or the carboxylic acid

group of proline to the forming alkoxide or imide is essential for charge stabiliza-

tion and to facilitate CaC bond formation in the transition state [59]. While most

of the partial steps in aminocatalytic reactions are in equilibrium, the enhanced

nucleophilicity of the catalyst can entail a number of equilibrated reactions with

electrophiles present in the medium, resulting in a low turnover number. How-

ever, this drawback can be remedied by upsetting the equilibrium by higher cata-

lyst loading, whilst the catalyst is of low cost.

Synthetic shortcomings related to proline are persistent, however. For example,

in the dimerization or oligomerization of a-unbranched aldehydes, it is difficult to

avoid competing reactions. Reactions with acetaldehyde or acetophenone afford

generally low yields and selectivity in aldol reactions. Although proline continues

to play a central role in aminocatalysis, its supremacy is being challenged either

by new synthetic analogues [60], or by more complex oligopeptides. Structural

analogues or derivatives offer better rates and selectivity in a number of reactions.

1.3.1.2 Cinchona Alkaloids [61]

The readily available and inexpensive cinchona alkaloids having pseudoenantio-

meric forms such as quinine and quinidine, or cinchonine and cinchonidine,

are among the most efficient catalysts (Scheme 1.7). The key structural feature

responsible for their synthetic utility is the presence of the tertiary quinuclidine

nitrogen, which complements with the proximal polar hydroxyl function of the

natural compound. The presence of these Lewis acidic (H-bonding) and Lewis

basic (quinuclidine nitrogen) sites makes them bifunctionally catalytic. The range

Scheme 1.7 Some cinchona alkaloids and cinchona-derived catalysts.
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of reaction types over which the cinchona alkaloids impart high enantioselectivity

is astonishing. In the past, modification of the cinchona backbone has resulted in

notorious decreases or even losses of selectivity, and consequently such deriva-

tives were disregarded as catalysts. The major event causing modified cinchonas

to become the center of attention was the development of dimeric cinchona alka-

loid ligands for the asymmetric dihydroxylation of simple olefins [62]. In fact, a

very large number and variety of derivatives offer very high levels of selectivity

over a wide diversity of reactions.

1.3.1.3 TADDOL and Derivatives [63]

TADDOL is one of the oldest, and most extraordinarily versatile, chiral auxiliaries

(Scheme 1.8). The initial design of TADDOL was driven by practical considera-

tions, mainly because it is derived from tartaric acid – the least-expensive chiral

starting material with twofold symmetry available from natural sources. The two

hydroxyl functions of the genuine molecule can act as a double hydrogen-bond

donor, allowing the formation of bidentate complexes. Moreover, these functions

can be easily substituted, giving access to a variety of derivatives.

1.3.1.4 Binaphthol Derivatives

The enantiomeric atropoisomers of 1,1 0-binaphthyl-2,2 0-diol (BINOL) and bis-

diphenylphosphonate derivatives (BINAP) are completely synthetic molecules

that have been developed to exploit the axial dissymmetry induced by the re-

stricted rotation about the biaryl bond (Scheme 1.8) [64]. During the past 15 years,

these compounds have become the most widely used ligands for both stoichio-

metric and catalytic asymmetric reactions, with many analogues and derivatives

having been developed recently.

1.4

Reaction Types

Normally, organocatalytic reactions proceed either by a much ‘‘tighter’’ or a much

‘‘looser’’ transition structure than chiral metal complex-mediated reactions. The

Scheme 1.8 Taddol and binaphthol-derived catalysts.
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former class involves compounds, which are acting as covalently (truly) bonded

reagents, with the bonding energy between catalyst and substrate exceeding

15 kcal. The latter class includes reactions via non-covalent complexes, and usu-

ally via ion pairing as dominant interactions, and encompasses interactions lower

than 4 kcal mol�1 [4].

1.4.1

Covalent Catalysis

The vast majority of organocatalytic reactions proceeds via covalent formation

of the catalyst–substrate adduct to form an activated complex. Amine-based

reactions are typical examples, in which amino acids, peptides, alkaloids and

synthetic nitrogen-containing molecules are used as chiral catalysts. The main

body of reactions includes reactions of the so-called generalized enamine cycle

and charge accelerated reactions via the formation of iminium intermediates

(see Chapters 2 and 3). Also, Morita–Baylis–Hillman reactions (see Chapter 5),

carbene-mediated reactions (see Chapter 9), as well as asymmetric ylide reactions

including epoxidation, cyclopropanation, and aziridination (see Chapter 10), and

oxidation with the in situ generation of chiral dioxirane or oxaziridine catalysts

(see Chapter 12), are typical examples.

1.4.2

Non-Covalent Organocatalysis

There are a growing number of asymmetric organocatalytic reactions, which are

accelerated by weak interactions. This type of catalysis includes neutral host–

guest complexation, or acid–base associations between catalyst and substrate.

The former case is highly reminiscent of the way that many enzymes effect reac-

tions, by bringing together reactants at an active site and without the formation of

covalent bonds. The chemistry of this organocatalysis is discussed in Chapter 13.

Weak acid–base chiral complex formation represents hydrogen bond catalysis

(see Chapter 9) and deprotonation followed by cation/anion association under

homogeneous, and also under phase-transfer conditions (see Chapter 4) [14, 65].

1.5

How This Book is Organized

The goal of this handbook is to bring together all important aspects of the rapidly

growing field of asymmetric organocatalysis. The authors have attempted this dif-

ficult task in order to provide some practical guidelines for all of those who wish

to familiarize themselves with this new domain, and also to provide useful infor-

mation to those who are contributing actively to the extraordinary evolution of

this field. The book is divided into two complementary parts:
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� ‘‘Reactions’’ (Chapters 2 to 13), which discuss the most currently used organo-

catalytic transformations and provide a scholar mechanism-based treatment of

the major reaction types.
� ‘‘Experimental Procedures’’ (Chapter 14), which gathers critically selected how-

to-do-it protocols, classified according to transformation types.
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